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OpenGL Programming Guide: The Official Guide to Learning OpenGL, Version 4.3 (8th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Includes Complete Coverage of the OpenGL® Shading Language!


	 


	Today’s OpenGL software interface enables programmers to produce extraordinarily high-quality computer-generated images and interactive applications using 2D and 3D objects,...
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.NET Common Language Runtime UnleashedSams Publishing, 2002
The .NET Framework provides a runtime environment called the Common Language Runtime, which manages the execution of code and provides services that make the development of robust software easier. The Common Language Runtime (CLR) provides a solid foundation for developers to build various types of applications. Whether a developer is writing an...
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Agility by ARIS Business Process Management: Yearbook Business Process Excellence 2006/2007Springer, 2006
Agility and Execution – Organizational Success Through Flexible Business Processes

Only a company which is flexible, agile and responsive will be successful. The secret to success is agility, meaning the ability to quickly adapt company processes. Against this backdrop, IT is of particular importance as it is virtually the machine...
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Web Security Testing Cookbook: Systematic Techniques to Find Problems FastO'Reilly, 2008
Among the tests you perform on web applications, security testing is perhaps the most important, yet it's often the most neglected. The recipes in the Web Security Testing Cookbook demonstrate how developers and testers can check for the most common web security issues, while conducting unit tests, regression tests, or exploratory tests. Unlike ad...
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Software Verification and Analysis: An Integrated, Hands-On ApproachSpringer, 2009
This book addresses the most important techniques in improving the correctness of software, including correctness by construction (top-down refinement), program proving, static analysis and dynamic, execution-based analysis (testing and debugging).
Three major software verification techniques are discussed: Semantic program synthesis and...
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Domain-Specific Model-Driven TestingVieweg and Teubner, 2010

	Software reuse and software quality are increasingly important topics in today's software engineering both for researchers and for practitioners. The design and implementation of tests is especially challenging when tests are conceptualized for different variants and versions of an application. Stefan Baerisch applies a combination of...
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Learning Penetration Testing with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize Python scripting to execute effective and efficient penetration tests


	About This Book

	
		Understand how and where Python scripts meet the need for penetration testing
	
		Familiarise yourself with the process of highlighting a specific methodology to exploit an environment to fetch...
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Project Management and Engineering Research: AEIPRO 2017 (Lecture Notes in Management and Industrial Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This is the Proceedings of the 20th International Congress on Project Management and Engineering, that was held at the Technical University of Cartagena, Spain, from July 13 to 15, 2016. It brings together a collection of recent works of researchers and professionals in the Project Management and Engineering fields of Civil Engineering and...
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The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated StandardAddison Wesley, 2003
The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated Standard is the definitive guide to understanding the annotated specification for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard. With annotations and code samples from both the ECMA standards committee and the Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR) team, this book goes...
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Manufacturing Execution System - MESSpringer, 2007
The classical factory fades into history as production plants today develop into modern service centers. Problems in management arise for which many companies are not yet prepared: economic efficiency of modern added value is not a property of products alone but of the process. Decisive potential in business now is a question of process capability,...
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SQL Server Query Performance TuningApress, 2014

	Queries not running fast enough? Wondering about the in-memory database features in 2014? Tired of phone calls from frustrated users? Grant Fritchey’s book SQL Server Query Performance Tuning is the answer to your SQL Server query performance problems. The book is revised to cover the very latest in performance optimization...
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Swift Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get quick answers for developing and debugging applications with Swift, Apple’s multi-paradigm programming language. This pocket reference is the perfect on-the-job tool for learning Swift’s modern language features, including type safety, generics, type inference, closures, tuples, automatic memory management, and...
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